REPAIRED BY GOD
GUILT → REPENTANCE ?
"Godly sorrow brings repentance that leads to salvation and leaves no regret, but worldly sorrow brings death." 2 Corinthians 7:10
"WORLDLY SORROW" (SATAN'S ACCUSATIONS)

→ GUILT AND SHAME

→ ROAD TO DEATH
"WORLDLY SORROW" (SATAN'S ACCUSATIONS)

- GUILT AND SHAME
- ROAD TO DEATH

"GODLY SORROW" → LOVING ARMS OF JESUS

- REPENTANCE → ROAD TO LIFE
SHAME ≠ REPENTANCE
"GOD’S **KINDNESS** IS INTENDED TO LEAD YOU TO REPENTANCE."
ROMANS 2:4
SHAME ≠ REPENTANCE
LOVE = REPENTANCE
WHICH QUALITIES DO YOU WANT TO SEE IN YOUR ADULT CHILDREN?
NEUFELD'S SYNTHESIS OF THE UNFOLDING OF HUMAN POTENTIAL

Growth
- maturing as a result of experiencing inner dissonance and conflict
- evolving as a result of encounters with futility
- separate being
- individuating to become viable and distinct
- adaptive
- emergent
- integrative
- adaptive being

social being
NEUFELD'S SYNTHESIS OF THE UNFOLDING OF HUMAN POTENTIAL
NEUFELD'S SYNTHESIS OF THE UNFOLDING OF HUMAN POTENTIAL

- accept limits & restrictions
- resourceful
- adaptive
- growth
- resilient
- accept not getting his or her way
- not erupt in aggression when frustrated
- cope confidently with stress
NEUFELD'S SYNTHESIS OF THE UNFOLDING OF HUMAN POTENTIAL
PREFRONTAL CORTEX

enables humans to have self-control, moral reasoning, change of perspective, empathy, concentration, and the ability to process conflicting thoughts and feelings
PREFRONTAL CORTEX

if successfully integrated

balanced character and conscience develop
OUR JOB

- PROVIDE GOOD GROWING CONDITIONS
- COPE WITH THE IMMATURENESS OF CHILDREN BY COVERING IT WITH OUR OWN MATURITY
MIA'S STORY
HOW WE NORMALLY TREAT CHILDREN THAT MISBEHAVE

- SCOLD THEM
- ACCUSE THEM
- SHAME THEM
- PUNISH THEM
- MAKE THEM FEEL EMBARRASSED
- LECTURE THEM ON THEIR BAD BEHAVIOUR
CONVICTION

A PERSON NEEDS TO FEEL BAD ABOUT HIM-/HERSELF IN ORDER TO HAVE A CHANGE OF HEART

↓

TOO MUCH RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMMATURE CHILDREN
IT “WORKS”: CHILDREN WILL CHANGE THEIR BEHAVIOUR

ON THE INSIDE THEY INTERNALIZE FEELINGS OF SHAME
SHAME ≠ REPENTANCE
LOVE = REPENTANCE
HOW WE SHOULD TREAT CHILDREN

• BALANCE THE CHILD’S IMMATURITY WITH OUR MATURETY

• ORDER THE CHILD’S INNER CHAOS WITH OUR STRUCTURE AND

• TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CHILD’S MISBEHAVIOR

UNTIL THEY BECOME MATURE
NOBODY IS TRULY MATURE
(TRANSGENERATIONAL TRAUMA)
THE ONLY WAY TO BREAK THE CYCLE

NOBODY IS TRULY MATURE (TRANSGENERATIONAL TRAUMA)
Be reparented by God to become more mature. The only way to break the cycle.

Nobody is truly mature (transgenerational trauma).
"ONLY BY LOVE IS LOVE AWAKENED."
ELLEN G. WHITE
REParented by God